My Reception Year!
Life Skills:

In Reception I am happy!

I can zip up my coat and put it on my peg by
myself.
I can play nicely with my friends, sharing my toys
I can tidy up my toys
I line up for assembly and enjoy all the things we
learn about
I enjoy eating my dinner with my friends, using my
knife and fork correctly
I know who my trusted adults are and feel happy
and safe at school
I listen carefully on the carpet and lov e joining in
with different activities.
I learn to follow rules.
I learn how to work as part of a team
I work hard to become a class VI P and go to the
Mr Man book.
I am proud of myself and my friends when we

I make new friends and
become independent.
I get to know my
teachers and love
coming to school.

I know my numbers to 20!
I can read and write my numbers to 20,
putting them in order and finding one more
and one less
I know how to solve addition and
subtraction number problems
I recognise 2D shapes correctly
I know some 3D shapes and how many
faces, edges they hav e
I can count in my 2s, 5s and 10s.
I can make a pattern using objects, colours
or shapes!
I will achieve CLIC 3 by the end of the year.
Topic learning:

achiev e work of the month
Literacy skills:
I will enjoy a range of different stories, reading
them with my teacher and my friends
I will learn how to handle books carefully
I know the difference between non-fiction
and fiction books
I know and can say some rhyming words
I use my Phase 3 phonics to read and write
words
I can write a sentence using my cursiv e
letters!
I can write captions and labels.
I will use describing words.

Maths skills:

I CT skills:
I will use my
programming skills
to mov e a BeeBot!
I will the use the
iPad and computers
to play simple
games.
I will explore a
camera, taking
pictures.

I can explore under the sea creatures,
where they live and what they look like!
I will go on a mini beast hunt!
I know people who help us and their jobs in
our community
I will learn about my family and other
peoples families
I will become a chef making my own pizzas
and fruit salad
I will go back in time to learn about
dinosaurs that are extinct!
I will explore our world learning about
different countries and new places.
I will learn all about different sports and
games
I will practice my balancing and flexibility in
Yoga.

